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Objectives

We conducted brief interviews to gather information about

how users of different demographic groups interact with

smart home devices. We also gathered information from

secondary sources to gauge how users evaluate the

usefulness of widgets on the Amazon Echo Show 15. By

conducting these interviews and future interviews, we hope

to learn more about the smart home device market and how

our target user currently interacts with smart home devices. 

To create a widget for the Amazon Echo Show

15 that displays glanceable and self-updating

UGA football information. 

Identify the target users for smart home devices

Gain insight into target user’s behaviors and

preferences

Discover opportunities for possible features of

our widget

Goals:

To accomplish this:



Research Methods

 

 

We conducted 5 to 10 minute

interviews to collect information

about how users prefer to use

their smart home devices. First,

we conducted interviews with

two college students (aged 21

and 22) who tested the Amazon

Echo Show 15 widgets for about

2-3 minutes prior to the

interview. After the interviews

with college students, we

wanted to interview a different

age demographic. So, we

conducted two more interviews

with UGA faculty members

(aged 32 and 36) over Zoom.

For this brief study, we

interviewed four people from

two different age demographics

and asked them [blank]

questions.

 

Question Set:Interviews:

How old are you?

How would you describe your

experience with smart home

devices?

Do you have a smart home

device at home? If so, what

are they?

Describe your daily smart

home use or routine.

Does your smart home

device(s) have a screen?

How do you use the screen

on your smart device?

Does your immediate friend

group or family use smart

home devices? If so, how?

Have you downloaded any

Alexa skills for your smart

home device?

Is there anything we haven’t

touched on today that you’d

like for us to know?



Findings
College Student Interviews:

We found that the college students we interviewed were not smart home

device users. Neither one of them owned a device in their apartments.

However, they were familiar with the devices because their parents owned a

smart home device at home. Even though we did not ask them if they would

buy the Amazon Echo Show 15, both interviewees commented that they

could not afford one upon hearing its price of $250. With this information,

we can start to deduce that young people in their 20s like college students

are not the target users for our widget. It appears that since most college

students at UGA have low incomes and live in temporary homes, they cannot

own a smart home device like the Echo Show 15 that requires wall-mounting. 

Both of the interviewees’ parents (aged 45+) own smart home devices.

They owned Google and Amazon devices, but none with touch-screens.

One respondent stated that they were the ones who taught their parents

how to use the device, but now the device is barely used. The two

interviewees stated that they used the devices for: 

Kitchen timers

Music

Turning lights on and off

We found that the slow processing speeds of the Echo Show 15 was a

downside to the widget experience. Both of the interviewees indicated

that it was “glitchy” and made the experience worse. One interviewee

found a cooking widget interesting, but became frustrated with the slow

processing speeds and exited the app. We will utilize this information

while developing our widget and consider decreasing the amount of

required controls and increasing the use of Alexa features and skills.



Findings

We found that an older demographic like the UGA faculty we interviewed were

more likely to be our target user because they were more likely to own at least

one smart home device. Both of our interviewees owned multiple smart home

devices of varying brands (Google, Amazon, Nest, etc.) including ones with

screens. They were also more likely to have immediate friends and family that

owned smart home devices. With this information, we can start to deduce that an

older demographic of people (aged 30+) were more likely to be the target users

for our widget. It appears that since they have more disposable income and

permanent homes, they would be more inclined to have a smart home device like

the Amazon Echo Show 15 in their home. 

UGA Faculty Interviews:

Since our interviewees expressed that they enjoyed

using their devices with screens. We will consider

having football game streaming capabilities as a

feature so that users can use the Echo Show 15 to

watch the game while they are away from the

television. 

Both of our interviewees owned smart home devices with screens similar

to the Amazon Echo Show 15. They used their other smart devices

without screens similar to the parents of college students we talked

about earlier: timer, music, and thermostat. However, they stated they

used the devices with screens daily. These were some of the uses they

stated for their devices with screens:

Ambient display for family photos (Google Home devices)

Watching TV

Entertaining Kids



Secondary Research

Consumer Reviews:



More Consumer Insights:

Out of 371 questions in the Q&A section of

Amazon’s Echo Show 15 webpage, these were

the most frequently asked about

capabilities/usages of the product: 

Track Chores

Watch News

Nest 

Stream Media 

Security/Surveillance 

Video Calling

Secondary Research



Looking Ahead

As we continue to work on our project and develop the widget further, we

also plan to continue conducting research in order to ensure that our

widget is the best it can be for our users. To do this, we plan to:

Conduct more interviews with smart home

devices owners — preferably those who are older

in age and have a family. From our user research,

we have found that those who are more likely to

purchase an Echo Show 15 would be within the

30-45 and 65+ age ranges, so we feel it’s best to

continue to target them in our interviews. 

Conduct walk-up interviews with UGA students —

this will help us with the functionality of our

widget, which is centered around UGA football.

To make sure the widget can provide an engaging

experience for the average Bulldogs fan, we want

feedback from those who are likely to be fans and

use their responses to further tailor the widget’s

features.

Within the next few weeks as the widget gets

more advanced, we also hope to expand user

testing. This will allow people to interact with the

widget first-hand, and afterward will give us

information on what is or isn’t working well with

the widget and needs to be changed. 


